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In the last century, the world has dramatically changed along with the way we do business. Scales,
necessary tools in almost all businesses, have also evolved to provide uniform weight capabilities
around the globe. Floor scale, medical scales, and Legal for Trade scales are just a few options
available for different business needs.

Legal for Trade scales are intended for use in commercial applications where a product is sold by
weight. Legal for Trade scales are sometimes referred to as NTEP (National Type Evaluation
Program) approved, meaning they have to meet certain standards of accuracy for the certification.

Legal for Trade scales are important for ensuring consistency in weighing across different business
platforms, whether domestic or internationally. Legal for Trade scales can be used for a variety of
applications ranging from weighing meat at a deli to determining shipping costs at shipping centers.

A floor scale is avery common type of scale, especially in the industrial business where reliability
and durability are a must. If you run a warehouse, Freight Company or other industrial company, a
reliable floor scale is essential to help you keep accurate records of your loads. A reliable floor scale
also helps ensure good service to your customers.

A floor scale comes in many different types and should be guaranteed to be heavy duty and provide
accuracy in measurement. A floor scale can be used in different applications such as warehouse
shipping and receiving platform scales, drum or pallet weighing products, livestock weight scales,
and industrial scales for other needs.

Medical scales are designed specifically for hospitals, medical centers, and doctorsâ€™ offices. Medical
scales can be used for a variety of health reasons, from weighing babies to measuring body fat.
Today, medical scales are also available to accommodate wheelchairs, stretchers, and bed/patient
lift needs. These specialized medical scales have enabled health practitioners to get more accurate
information from patients who cannot easily be weighed by traditional means.

As technology has evolved, medical scales have been shifting from standard mechanical systems to
digital or electronic ones. These newer type of medical scales help improve the accuracy of weight
measurements. Medical scales are either medically approved or non-medically approved. Medical
scales that are medically approved are for use in medical and clinical settings. Medical scales that
are non-medically approved may be found in spas, gymnasiums, or for home personal use.

Whether your business needs are for a floor scale, medical scales, or Legal for Trade scales, today
you have the advantage of far more options and higher accuracy.
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Elite Scales has been in the scale business for over thirty years, with the philosophy of providing
great quality products such as a medical scales and service at great low prices. Elitescales.com
offers detailed product descriptions along with product specifications, images, and even some
videos. For more information, visit a www.elitescales.com
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